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1. Background
Moving boundary flow is one of important problems of Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD). 
Communication between GPUs or compute nodes decrease parallel efficiency.
We present implementations and GPU assignment to increase parallel efficiency of 
immersed boundary – lattice Boltzmann method (IB-LBM), the numerical method 
of moving boundary flow, and show the results of the performance improvement.

2. Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM)
Time evolution equation about velocity distribution function.

LBM

3. Immersed boundary – LBM (IB-LBM)
By adding body force, the non-slip condition is satisfied.
Body force appears 3 lattice units around boundary.
Force and torque is calculated from body force.

4. Multiple GPU computing
Computation domain is divided, and a GPU is assigned to each subdomain.
Parallel efficiency depends on communication time, and the time depends on the 
following three items.

• Amount of communication data.
• Split direction ( because of data continuous ).
• Communication between same compute node’s GPU (fast) or other node’s 

GPU (slow).
Before stencil calculation, data of 3 rows is transferred to halo.
To synchronize data, only one direction is communicated at a time.

5. GPU assignment (when 2-dim split)
YZ allocation – same node comm in 𝑦, over node comm in 𝑧.
ZY allocation – same node comm in 𝑧, over node comm in 𝑦.

6. Implementations
6.1. naïve
・3 rows communication.

6.2. communication reduction
・1 row communication for 𝑓.
・Communication of only 9 direction of 27 for 𝑓.
・Not communicating body force more than 3Δ𝑥 from boundary.

6.3. overlap
・Besides comm. reduction, while calculating communication unrelated domain
on GPU, this implementation communicates data on CPU. 
・Only one direction can be hidden.
・Thus, hiding slow communication between other node’s GPUs is better. 
・In YZ allocation, communication of  𝑧 direction is hidden, 
and in ZY allocation, that of 𝑦 direction is hidden.

7. Experiment
benchmark of sphere’s free fall
・ fluid density 𝜌!= 960 kg/𝑚"

・ sphere density 𝜌# = 1120 kg/𝑚"

・ kinematic viscosity 𝜇 = 5.8×10$%Ns/𝑚&

・ bounce-back condition 
on domain boundary

・ 200x320x200 per GPU
・ supercomputer

- Wisteria-Aquarius (A100x8 / node)

7.1 simulation result

7.2  weak scaling – more than 8 GPUs, Z-8 and Y-𝑛 split.
The communication of 𝑧 direction is fast because of data continuous. 
In ZY allocation,  there is no over node communication in 𝑧 direction.
Assigning GPUs so as not to communicate over node in 𝑧 direction is better.

𝑓! 𝒙 + 𝒆!∆𝑡, 𝑡 + ∆𝑡
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For example, 
computational domain is divided into 2 in 𝑦 direction and 8 in 𝑧. 
(Y-2 Z-8 split)  

8. Conclusion
In this poster, we present implementations and the way to assign a GPU to each 
subdomain in 2-dim split and evaluate performance of IB-LBM. 
Comm. Reduction implementation improves performance, and overlap more. 
Proper GPU assignment results high performance also. 

[K. Suzuki et al., 2011]
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